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1 Introduction
As part of the empirical research of the EU FP7-project TRANSIT (TRANsformative Social
Innovation Theory: http://www.transitsocialinnovation.eu/ ) Dr. Iris Kunze has conducted an
in-depth case study on the local group of Slow Food in Freiburg, Germany. This study is related
to the TRANSIT empirical research of the Slow Food international movement and the local
group of Araba-Vitoria, Spain, conducted by Isabel Lema Blanco and Adina Dumitru of the
University of A Coruna. A summary and the entire research report on Slow Food and the two
local groups is available here http://www.transitsocialinnovation.eu/resource-hub/slowfood
The following report contains the chapter on Slow Food Freiburg by Iris Kunze.

Slow Food is a global association that pursues “cultural, environmental and social goals built
around the centrality of food”. Slow Food´s motto, “Good, clean and fair”, represents the three
fundamental values that explain Slow Food´s philosophy and their social and political strategy.
This means “working to create a better future, starting with the desire to transform the current
food system, including production, distribution and consumption dimensions” (source: Slow Food
Statutes). Slow Food facilitates and promotes the creation of a network of local communities in
both the global north and south. These communities -called “convivium”- share the principles of
the association, focusing their local or regional work on the current “unfair” system of production
and consumption of food. According to its statutes, Slow Food works in the international context
aiming:
•
•
•

To promote everyone’s right to food that is good, clean and fair;
To defend the right to food sovereignty for all peoples;
To safeguard biodiversity and the production of traditional foods that is tied to it;
Slow Food movement, founded in Bra (Italy) in 1986 and coordinated the Slow Food International
Association (headquartered in Bra). The movement is present in 160 countries throughout the
world with 1.500 convivia (local groups) formed by 100.000 members (who economically support
the movement) and 1.000.000 of supporters. Slow Food also counts with several national
associations (Italy, Germany, Switzerland, USA, Japan, Netherlands, Brazil, Kenya and South Korea),
two Slow Food International Foundations: The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity and the
Terra Madre Foundation and one University of Gastronomic Sciences (Italy).

As second local case study the ‘Slow Food’ group Freiburg/Südbaden1 (SFFR) in Germany will
be introduced in chapter 5. Founded in 1997, this convivium is one the first and larger convivia in
Germany. The catchment area of the Freiburg convivium covers the far South West of the German
federal state of Baden-Württemberg, close to the Swiss and French borders, in the so called ‚border
triangle‘. Besides the city of Freiburg with its 220.000 inhabitants, it also includes a unique diverse
agricultural structure with the vineyards and fruit growing areas of Kaiserstuhl, Markgräfler Land,
and Breisgau as well as the Southern Black Forest with traditional ways lifestock farming rising up
to 1.500 m above sea level. Furthermore, a high pressure on land use competes with tourism and a
very ecologically minded population of the ‘university city’ Freiburg.

1

http://www.slowfood.de/slow_food_vor_ort/freiburg/ 16.10.2015
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Figure 1: spatial representation of Slow Food Movement: the Slow Food network and the two
European case-studies analysed in this report.

2 Methodology
Interviews for the German local case study: “Convivum Freiburg”
For the case study of the convivium of Freiburg in Germany, five interviews have been conducted
with a total length of 318 minutes. In some of the interviews, two persons have been participating.
The convivium is well organized, so I was guided to firstly interview their PR manager on all
relevant aspects after he supported me in contacting activists for the areas, of Junior Slow work,
coordination and planning. Furthermore, it was possible to listen and ask some questions during
the participation in one of the planning events. I noticed that the activists were sometime more
open without being recorded. Therefore, I also used the data from a number of non-recorded
conversations. Please find details about the interviews in Annex.
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Participant observation in the German local case study:
I, Iris Kunze, have been present in Freiburg during the time of field work and could therefore
participate in three events. First, I attended a potato menu with information by the farmer on
regional potato growing in a potato restaurant which is a supporter of SFFR. Second, it was
possible to participate in an internal planning evening, with six active members of SFFR. Thirdly,
from November 6 to 8, I spend six hours to experience SFFR at the ‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair with their
900 qm area of SF services and stand of supporters, the presentation of the brand new Slow Junior
Mobil and an one-hour cooking show with a parallel radio interview on SFFR. The participant
observation was important to get more information, to understand how SFFR works and connects
and to get an impression of the atmosphere in the convivium. Also talks with single active persons
at events were helpful. The participation, especially in at the potato and at the ‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair
helped me to discover innovative practices that even the members themselves were not aware of.
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5 Local Initiative #2: Slow Food Convivium of Freiburg
By Iris Kunze

Graph 5.1: Impressions of Slow Food Freiburg: Clockwise from lower left: show cooking, Vinothek on stage and
Junior Slow Mobile at the Plaza Culinaria fair, Nov. 2015 in Freiburg; SFFR area at the ‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair;
farmer explains its potatoes at potato menu; logo of SFFR and in the middle: colourful potatos (photos: Iris
Kunze)

The ‘Slow Food’ group Freiburg/Südbaden2 (SFFR) is one the first and one of the larger so called
‘convivia’ in Germany. It was founded in 1997 and has seen consistent growth and development
since then. Currently, SF’s Freiburg chapter counts about 300 members. In order to better
understand the context in which the SF convivium Freiburg is operating, I will firstly take a brief
look at the natural environment and the socio-cultural situation in this region.
The catchment area of the Freiburg convivium covers the far South West of the German federal
state of Baden-Württemberg, close to the Swiss and French borders, in the so called ‚border

2

http://www.slowfood.de/slow_food_vor_ort/freiburg/ 16.10.2015
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triangle‘. Besides the City of Freiburg with its 220.000 inhabitants, it also includes the areas of
Breisgau, Kaiserstuhl, Markgräfler Land, and the Southern Black Forest with its diverse
agricultural structure. It covers the warmest area in Germany at the foot of the hills of Kaiserstuhl
with its very intense cultures of vine production, the large plain of the river Rhine with fruit
gardens where a great variety of grain, corn, potatoes, tabacco and vegetables prosper, as well as
the Black Forest which includes the highest mountains in Germany after the Alps rising up to 1.500
m above sea level. Here, lifestock farming next to the foresting has a long tradition. Within the
farming sector in the Region, diversification towards more renewable energies, direct marketing
and tourism activities are popular. Although agriculture is an important regional activity, its
economic importance is very restricted. The combination of diverse economic sectors and the
beautiful landscape attracting bon vivants and tourism generates critical issues in terms of land
use planning and governance. 3
The region’s diverse agricultural structure is directly connected to the socio-cultural situation, as
well as the ownership and economic structures in this area (Korff et al. 2013). In contrast to
Northern and Eastern Germany, properties are extremely small, because of the so called
‘Realerbteilung’ where farms and their surrounding land are divided amongst all sons of the
farmer in the case of succession instead of giving everything to the oldest son alone. After the land
reforms in the sixties of the last century, this situation of scattered farm land has improved by reorganizing the ownerships and creating larger fields and vineyards. Still, the region stays an area
with small scale farming where the majority of farmers only work part time in agriculture or even
have fulltime jobs in other areas, last but not least in tourism. In the rural areas, tourism is closely
connected to the wine production at the Kaiserstuhl and to the concept of ‘holidays at the farm’, as
well as to skiing in the Black Forest in the winter4. Another important context factor is the high
level of awareness among consumers in view of social and ecological issues related to farming,
because Freiburg is a city with a large university, a powerful green party (including the mayor
since 2002) and a strong alternative-ecological movement.
The region’s tradition of small scale and part time farming in combination with tourism and an
ecologically aware population has probably contributed to a well-established structure of direct
marketing and to the production of ecological and gourmet products both of which are important
preconditions for the activities of Slow Food.

5.1 Emergence of Social innovation in SF Freiburg
The first chapter introduces the history and development of the initiative. In the second part of this
chapter I will introduce the emergence of social innovations including new ways of knowing,
framing activities, organizing and doing things in the Slow Food convivium of Freiburg (SFFR).

3
4

http://www.farmpath.eu/Baden-W%C3%BCrttemberg 16.10.2015
The High (not sure if correct) Black Forest next to Freiburg is one of the most popular tourist areas in the state of
Baden-Württemberg with 4,6 Million guest-nights in 2012 http://www.badische-zeitung.de/suedwest-1/rekordjahrim-tourismus--69401341.html 16.10.2015
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5.1.1 Chronological development of SF Freiburg

The slow food convivium Freiburg (SFFR) was opened in 1998 as one of the first convivia in
Germany. Slow Food Germany has been established in 1992 as the first national SF NGO after Italy
where Slow Food had started (see chapter 2). By the end of 2014 the German association had over
13.000 members in about 80 convivia, not including the young activists of the Slow Food Youth
Network. The latter gather in more or less casual but constantly growing groups all over Germany.
The office of SF Germany is located in Berlin. A member of the convivium Freiburg is one of the five
managing board members of SF Germany.5
After the foundation of SFFR the number of paying members has slowly and continuously grown
until today, whereas the number of active members has varied over the years. Today SFFR can
contribute almost 300 paying members to SF Germany (see chapter 5.3 on governance). The kind
of activities undertaken has changed over the years, depending on the preferences of particular
active members. The organizational structures of the convivium were changed in the different
phases over the years (see table below and chapter on governance).
The Slow Food Youth Freiburg was founded by young adults as informal subgroup of SFFR and
Slow Food Youth Germany in February 2013 and created a colorful face book site. It shows a
5

https://www.slowfood.de/w/files/presse2013/02_sfd_geschichte_1412.pdf
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strong networking aspect amongst the European Slow Food youth movements and a more
proactive and extroverted kind of action. For private reasons – the most active woman left
Freiburg after finishing her studies for working somewhere else – the group was shut down in
Spring 2015.
The most recent large project of SFFR is the „slow mobil“, a mobile kitchen for schools. The
planning stared already in 2013, the association was founded in February 2014, the precondition
to raise funding. Right now in November 2015, the “Slow Mobil” trailer is delivered to the Plaza
Culinaria Fair for exhibition and shall start its work in 2016.
Table 5.1: timeline and development of Slow Food Freiburg

Year /
period
1998
19982008
2001
2005

Important activities/changes/milestones in local case SFFR
foundation of SFFR
The founder and central, engaged convivial leader person
organized everything. He was the driving force but also hindered
the engagement of others
30-50 members, homogeneous group & personal atmosphere.
One person as convivial leader from the beginning till 2006
Start of annual ‘Plaza Culinaria’ consumption fair in Freiburg:
Slow Food Freiburg is large presenter since then.

Since
2008
Since
2008
Since
2008
2009-14

Re-organization of internal governance to a board of 10 resorts
each lead by a department manager
Start of collaboration with evening school Freiburg: cooking
courses
Snail table has started – monthly eating event for Slow Food
members
Newsletter SFFR appears 4 times a year; first issue online.

2009-11

Strong phase of growth, gaining lots of active members and
events

2009

SFFR contribution to the Plaza Culinaria has doubled its size in
comparision to the previous event.
Newly started7: the “Guide to treats”: restaurants and food
producers are tested and presented at the SFFR website.8
SF Freiburg experiences the strongest growth of supporters
amongst all German convivia. Famous, high quality vine
producers are amongst the new supporters.
First guide book on the most recommended 48 Slow Food firms in
Freiburg and Südbaden.
Start of the annual Vinothek, run by Slow Food at the annual
‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair
start of regular meetings and picnics with the neighbouring
convivia in France and Switzerland.
Trip to the convivium in Padua/ Italy.
Vandana Shiva, Vice President of SF international speaks at a
large event in Freiburg

2009
2009

2010
Since
2010
Since
2010.06
2011
2012

Important changes in context

Change of financial contribution system from
national SF Germany association to the
national convivia
Start of website of SFFR

It is observed by SFFR that different food
skandals6 have caused periodically waves of
newcomers.

https://www.slowfood.de/w/files/freiburg/slownewsq42009.pdf
https://www.slowfood.de/w/files/freiburg/slownewsq42009.pdf
8 https://www.slowfood.de/slow_food_vor_ort/freiburg/genussfuehrer/
6
7
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2012.03
2012.06
2013.02
2014
2014
2015.04
2015.11

First meeting of SFFR members and supporters
First Agricultural Festival Freiburg, with participation of SFFR,
annual event since then
First official meeting of the SFFR youth group9
Last online issue of the SFFR “snail mail” newsletter
Foundation of “Junior Slow Food e.V.”, independent association,
mobile kitchen for school cooking
End of SFFR Youth group
Newly ordered “slow mobil” trailer arrives to be presented at the
‘Plaza Culinaria’

5.1.2 Innovations of SF Freiburg
In SF we can observe a kind of ‘division of work’ between the international and national
organisations and the local convivia. While the international and national organizations – at least
as observed in Germany – work with political campaigns, large events and PR, the local convivia
educate and organize practical cooking events. A large portion of the income of these events goes
to SF Germany to finance political campaigns. Rather than fighting for certain political changes, the
most important intended innovation which is often emphasized by SF is creating a space for
enjoyment and pleasurable consumption in the face of a decreasing attention and value given to
food in the modern culture (observed at SFFR planning event). The activists of the regional
convivium of SFFR aim at providing enjoyment in relation with food, especially by taking more
time for cooking and eating, but also for information and education around food, food production,
quality and own food growing. From an innovation perspective, SFFR has created diverse new
ways of doing, organising, framing and knowing which will be explained in the following sections.

5.1.2.1 Information and social relations
Knowledge and new information on food is central to the members of SFFR. First, knowledge and
(mutual) education come in the form of personal exchange between members. One of the aims is to
realize the ideal of consuming natural, high quality food with products grown mainly, but not only
in the region itself. SF members exchange their knowledge about healthy food, for instance special
oils and recommendations about extraordinary producers, in this case an oil manufacturer in
Offenburg, a city north of Freiburg. Also personal contacts to farmers and large orders make
personal contacts of SF members with producers possible. The advantages of direct contacts to
producers for SF members include the possibility of taking personal insight into the conditions of
production. Some SFFR members, for instance, have personal contacts to farmers in Spain where
they buy their olive oil during their holidays. In certain cases the producers might offer donations
or reduced prices for SF events.
The second channel of knowledge generation and transfer is SF’s semi-public events. Combining
eating, drinking, entertainment, enjoyment and information, the events are announced at the SFFR
website and registration is asked for in advance. A good example is the annual potato menu, hosted
and organized by the Kartoffelhaus restaurant in Freiburg. The owner of this restaurant has a
special proclivity for and expertise on potatoes. For the potato menu of 2015 (participant
observation: event SFFR E1) Kartoffelhaus and SFFR invited their supplier of potatoes, an
9

https://www.facebook.com/Slow-Food-Youth-Freiburg-344032025707117/
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extraordinary expert in the field. This farmer grows more than 50 different kinds of vegetables,
mainly potatoes. While the guests were waiting for the first course, the farmer explained details
about potatoes, based on his own farming experience. Also, he made recommendations as to which
sorts should preferably be bought in the region, based on knowledge on growing conditions,
climate and treatments such as fertilizers and pesticides. He indirectly recommended to buy
traditional sorts instead of genetically modified hybrids. In terms of entertainment, he showed
blue, pink, thick and thin kinds of potatoes to trigger the esthetic senses of the audience. In terms
of potato farming, he spoke out against the widespread opinion that affordable potato growing
needs fertilizers, pesticides and heavy machines. He explained why most of the potato farmers
around Freiburg are located in the Rhine plain, north of the Kaiserstuhl. The area provides an
especially supportive soil for potato growing with a mixture of fluvial marshland and small
amounts of loam, an aero-sediment from the post-glacial age. The farmers actually do not need
fertilizers if they use small, light machines.

5.1.2.2 Socializing with food while connecting different milieus
SFFR intends to create new frames and situations that link different social strata of three kinds:
First, private and personal with public contexts, second, elder, more experienced with younger
people and third, gourmet high quality events with affordable learning events for ‘ordinary people.
The potato menu event can serve as an example for this. The advertisement for the annual potato
menu attracts participants from two different communities: SFFR and the Kartoffelhaus. I observed
about 40 participants in the event which consisted of SF members as well as regular customers of
the Kartoffelhaus which are mainly young people with a high portion of university students. The
menu price of 36€ per person is comparable high for a student, but low for a four-course-high
quality menu. To also serve different demands, the menu can be ordered with meat or as a
vegetarian dish. In terms of socializing, the guests can chose to sit more privately at small tables or
socialize at large tables for getting to know new people. The profile of the Kartoffelhaus restaurant
mirrors this concept of transgressing socio-cultural boundaries. For example, a cheap meal is
offered for lunch during the week while in the evening also more high level, culinary meals can be
found on the menu.

5.1.2.3 New ways of organizing
Although to be an innovative organization is not an explicit aim in the approach of Slow Food, my
observation of the example of the convivium Freiburg shows that it follows diverse strategies to
make a difference. The SFFR team is well aware that they need to organize interesting joyful events
mirroring the philosophy of SF to attract members and new people. Therefore, a gourmet meal and
vine tasting at a beautiful place – be it in a restaurant or in the nature – is generally combined with
an interesting and entertaining presentation about food or food production. The events of SFFR are
organized on the level of private cooking, diner events in restaurants, advertisement at the Plaza
Culinaria or education for school kids and adults.

Small scale events by SFFR:
The small scale events invite people to socialize, slow down, and enjoy good food and meaningful
conversations. The events can be private like the ‘cooking regulars’ table’ – either at private homes
of SFFR members or semi-public like the potato menu in a restaurant or at a farm, where
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registration is required. Food and wine tasting is the central purpose of these events. The locations
are of high importance. SF’s events either take place in restaurants which are supporters of SFFR,
in private locations of active members, in the summertime often outside in gardens, vineyards and
sometimes include cycling tours. The so called Snail table started in 2008, a half-public eating
event in a restaurant, mostly a supporter of SF.
Cooking events are regularly held and announced publicly on the website. Even there, SFFR has
created a semi-public atmosphere, where participants have to register in advance by name. These
meetings are often attended by 12-15 people (Interview SFFR 3). It is not easy to find a suitable,
large enough kitchen place for this in Freiburg which meets the requirements of cosines,
enjoyment, beauty and sociability of SF. It either takes place in Freiburg’s evening school or in the
kitchen of a furniture store in the neighboring city of Emmendingen. Therefore, private invitations
by individual members to come over for cooking are highly appreciated. These invitations are sent
out via the members‘ listserv. The respective hosts are the head cooks who plan the meal and
provide the ingredients. The costs are divided by all participants. This format thus depends on
individual initiative.
Another popular event format, announced publicly on the website, is taking place several times
during the summer months since 2012. A day event on the weekend includes a cycling tour around
the vineyards of the Kaiserstuhl with vine tasting. Sometimes two vine tastings were included in
one day travel event. During the planning meeting (event SFFR E2), there was a discussion to
reduce this to only one vine tasting for future day tour events justified by realizing the program of
‘slow’ and to appreciate the supporters. ‘Slow’ is a programmatic statement and the bicycle is seen
as a better and more ecological means of transport than a bus or car.

Broader publicity at the ‘Plaza Culinaria’ event
Every year the ‘Plaza culinaria’, the biggest consumption fair in the region, takes place in Freiburg.
The organizers write: “The consumption fair Plaza Culinaria is the most important culinary sales
and fair event in Southern Germany. The regional context and the specific climate make Freiburg a
perfect location.“10 The Plaza Culinaria in 2015 just took place from November 6-8 (event E3-5).
The organizers are satisfied with the 42.000 visitors, because of its growth in comparison to the
last year.
Slow food has attended this fair since its beginning ten years ago and is the largest exhibitor with a
rented area of 900 sqm. The majority of this large space does SFFR rent out to its supporters for
special conditions that cannot be served by the fair like small and cheap stands. The condition is
that SF frames the rules. Only natural products without flavor enhancer, and other criteria are
allowed. SFFR uses the same criteria like for the annual Slow Food fair in Stuttgart.11 The criteria,
underpinned with a manifesto, 12 for instance encompass, natural and traditional forms of
production, no convenience food, no flavor enhancer, no genetically modified ingredients, and it is
forbidden to use one-way cutlery. Additionally it is not allowed to present wine and other products
from an intensified agriculture, expressed for instance in the number of a maximum of production
http://www.plaza-culinaria.de/
http://www.messestuttgart.de/fileadmin/medien/veranstaltungsseiten/slowfood/PDF/2016/Ausstellungsordnung_SlowFood_2016_d_e
ngl.pdf
12 http://www.messestuttgart.de/fileadmin/medien/veranstaltungsseiten/slowfood/PDF/2016/Manifest_SlowFood_2016_d_engl.pdf
10
11
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per ha land. Asking some of the exhibiting producers (event SFFR E3), I noticed that not all of them
are SF supporters. One of them responded to be happy with the strict rules of SF because he
produces natural products anyway. When I asked, if this is specially advertised, he was not sure.
Again, I noticed, that SF does not conduct proactive advertisements. In the booklet of the Plaza fair,
the snail symbol of SF can be found on the hall maps. But there is no advertisement in the booklet.
When the regional Newspaper wrote about the Plaza Culinaria, SF was not mentioned.13
Only about 50 sqm are used by SFFR with the Vinothek, an information stand on Slow Food and a
large table for the customers to eat at. SFFR calls the Vinothek a win-win-project for the wine
producers, the customers at the Plaza fair and SF. About 25 wine producers donate their products
for tasting which is served by SFFR activists at the plaza fair without payed labor. The SFFR active
members invest their voluntary time and charge 1€ for a 0,1l glas of wine. The customers can try a
large variety of wines. The revenues – at the Plaza Culinaria in 2014 it was 3.500€ - goes since last
year to the Junior Slow mobile (Interview SFFR 2, 5).
The new ordered trailer for the Junior Slow Mobil has just arrived in time for ‘Plaza Culinaria’ 2015
(event SFFR E5). The kitchen is not built into the trailer, yet. SFFR had looked for an ecologically
produces trailer, which was difficult to get. At the Plaza three active SF members were hosting the
trailer. It was used to invite children to paint ‘their’ trailer and for a tasting test. Next to financial
donations a board was asking for voluntary work of experts (a carpenter, cooking team, fundraiser,
and other craft men). On Friday evening, there had been a few people and some children at the
Mobile. The stand was donated by the fair management for this charity project.
Furthermore, SFFR had three well-visited show cooking events of an hour each – two on the
‘Veggie stage’. The third one was with a radio station. While the convivium leader was cooking,
another active person had a leger talk with the radio moderator on the philosophy and activities of
SF. They emphasized, people do not need to be members of SFFR to be welcomed at the events.
The moderator joked that this year, the cook is almost in time (event SFFR E4). Another activity is
the annual vine competition, this year in the field of Spätburgunder. The winners are announced at
the Plaza Culinaria.

5.2 TSI dynamics in SF Freiburg
Transformative social innovation in SFFR first comes in the form of interaction between SF
members and food producers who are supporters of SF. SF slowly changes the way of production
by giving food production its own value and by implementing the values through its social
networking system. SF’s narratives of change are related to the international SF movement and
expressed in its social networking activities on a semi-public level on the one hand. On the other
hand, SF also organizes or participates in larger events in order to reach people who are not
equally conscious about nutrition and food production yet. Especially the new education project on
cooking with elementary school children in less educated areas is a way of outreaching into other
social milieus.

13

http://www.badische-zeitung.de/freiburg/plaza-culinaria-mit-besucherrekord--113463601.html 2015-11-09
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5.2.1 Discourses and narratives of change
The convivium SFFR is strongly committed to the aims, goals and values of SF international. When
talking to the activists, I could sense their strong commitment to the ideas of SF as a global
movement. While they might not travel to the international SF events themselves, they are well
informed by reading the information on events, campaigns and knowledge about natural food
production, nicely presented in the German ‘SF Magazin’, which all members in Germany receive.
The interviewee 3 admits that the majority of public people still would have the image of SF as a
gourmet eater club while not acknowledging the activities of SF. The luxury impression would also
have its reason in taking more time. Time for cooking and eating, this would be the luxury factor,
taking more time than putting convenience food into the micro wave.
The approach of SFFR sounds very humble. The common values are most important also in their
private cooking and small scale events. Members are open to other and new ways of cooking under
the common values of natural food. They live their small-scale events and snail tables, cook
privately and make donations to the national and international movements.
Nevertheless, their narrative of change becomes visible in their enthusiastic engagement in
education for natural food with practical approaches, mainly their project to cook with school
children in elementary schools in less-educated milieus with the Junior Slow Mobile.

5.2.2 Interaction between consumers and producers
SF international follows specific values and standards regarding the quality of food production and
processed food products which include regional and natural production and a ban on artificial
supplements. SF Germany lends its snail sign to producers and gastronomy for a year if they
support SF financially and if they can proof to be seriously active in realizing the aims of SF. There
are no hard criteria for insuring a natural quality. Nevertheless, SFFR interviewees reported two
cases (Interview SFFR3,4) where supporters had been excluded from SF. A vine producer has
sprayed the Monsanto pesticide round-up and a meat producer added a flavor enhancer. SFFR still
keeps in contact with the respective farmers and remains open to novel membership in case they
change their practices.
SFFR does not solely demand products with organic labels, for instance from Bioland or demeter
agriculture from the supporters,
but any biological hand grown products. That’s actually fine for us; small and regional firms, ‘handish’
production and no agrarian factories. Concerning meat, we look at animal-welfare.
(original: „sondern biologisch und handwerklich angebaut, das reicht uns eigentlich schon. Kleine
Betriebe, regionale Betriebe, die ‚händisch‘ produzieren und keine Agrarfabriken. Beim Thema Fleisch,
dass die Tiere artgerecht gehalten und aufgezogen werden, da achten wir drauf“) (Interview SFFR3).

SF Germany charges fixed rates for business supporters depending on the size of the business (see
chapter internal governance for details). The incentive to pay this support is often based on the
expectation that SF events and members will increase sales to a higher level than what supporters
are paying to SF. Indeed very creative forms of support are realized. For instance, farmers and vine
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producers can spontaneously ask for help on the SF mailing list and often, a significant number of
people follow such calls. Also restaurants host SF planning meetings for free on week days when
the normal customer rates are rather low. Because SF members always eat and drink at their
meetings, the restaurants have satisfactory sales numbers.

5.2.3 Early learning with mobile trailer for school cooking events
A new project immediately mentioned by the president of SFFR when asking him about a socially
innovative project is the “Junior slow mobil”14 (event2). This project currently is the most active
one in SFFR. Its aim is to realize education on slow food already amongst elementary school
children in Freiburg and the surroundings. The planning phase started in 2014 and activities are
scheduled to start in the beginning of 2016. A trailer equipped with a kitchen shall travel between
the elementary schools in Freiburg, staying for one week. There are two very active SFFR members
in this project, strongly supported by the other active members of SFFR. The project is completely
based on the voluntary work and engagement of two women. Therefore the intensity of getting
things done depends on their availability which is expected to increasing further soon, when one of
them is getting retired. The slow mobile concept is already realized by three other convivia in
Germany, Freiburg is the fourth one and received guidance by the slow mobile group of the
convivium Karlsruhe.
Trying to understand the structural dependencies in SFFR, it seems that the organizational setting
of ruling all financial issues centrally on the level of SF Germany, i.e. in Berlin hampers the activity
and creativity of the local convivia. In the case of the slow mobile of Freiburg, an independent
association, “Junior Slow Freiburg e.V.”, was founded in February 201415, which has no official
connection to SFFR. This form was the only legal possibility to be able to raise funding explicitly for
this project (see chapt. resources)(Interview SFFR2). It took the active slow mobile activists a year
to get enough funding to buy the slow mobile. SFFR donated the income from the last Plaza
Culinaria to the slow mobile project. They advertised it at the last Plaza Culinaria in 2014,
presented the project at the conference of primary school headmasters, at family events, at the
ecostation in Freiburg, and asked various public institutions for funding too, for example the
education authority.
“It was a difficult job to convince the relevant bodies to support our project”. (original: „Es war eine
mühsame Kleinarbeit, die zuständigen Stellen von unserem Projekt zu überzeugen” (Interview SFFR2).

Also, it was a difficult task to constantly keep up the motivation and engagement of the activists.
“Last year in Spring 2014 we hit rock bottom, but then suddenly the project gained momentum“
(Interview SFFR2). The reason for this surprising change was a big private donation at the Slow
Food Fair Stuttgart where the Slow Mobile Freiburg had been presented.
The slow mobile project is planned on the basis of experiences of the three other convivia with
slow mobiles and shall be implemented in the following way: The slow mobile will be transported
to an interested elementary school on a Monday morning. The school only has to pay 250 Euros for
transport. Two professional cooks will cook with 5-8 children at a time with regional and biological
food and teach them how to cook. Paying the cooks and the food will be funded by SFFR. SFFR is
currently looking for more voluntary supporters for this project.
14
15

http://slowmobil-freiburg.de/category/allgemein/
http://www.slowfood.de/w/files/freiburg/schneckenpost_2-2014.pdf 23.09.15
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Building on the experiences of other coinvivia, SFFR has copied this concept. While in Stuttgart, it
is highly successful in term of fundraising – last but not least, because the wife of the major is the
driving force – Freiburg as a smaller city has difficulties to found it. From this experience an
interviewee (Interview SFFR 5) has the idea to fund all SF mobile initiatives in Germany with an
amount of 50% by SF Germany. However, SFFR tries to make a difference in children education
with the Junior Slow Mobile. The intention aims at reaching poor children in marginalized school,
therefore the mobile is planned to be offered for free and therefore depends on donations.

5.3 Agency in SF Freiburg
5.3.1 Governance
Legally, the 13.000 members of the 80 convivia in Germany are part of one cooperative. The
membership within Slow Food Germany requires an annual fee of 75 Euros with reduced rates of
only 12 Euros offered to students and other disadvantaged groups, as well as 95 Euros for families.
Only natural persons are allowed as members, no companies, businesses or associations.
Members’rights include an subscription of the slow food Germany magazine published six times a
year, and belonging to one of the regional convivia and participation in events for a reduced price.
SF Germany encourages members to engage in SF’s projects revolving around knowledge about
food, nutrition, cooking, and so called ‘taste education’.
SF DE invites small and middle scale entrepreneurs to support SF/them financially and, in return,
allows them to use their logo. The applicant has to declare that he shares the philosophy of SF and
explain how he puts this into practice. SF sends an annual supporter sign that needs to be renewed
every year. The supporters receive a logo for the ongoing year which they can put onto their
website and entrance area (in the case of restaurants), but not into their advertisements, onto
products or menus. The financial support fee is fixed to an amount related to the number of
employees the respective organization or business has, starting with 200 Euro for a single
entrepreneur and going up to 1500 Euro for a business with more than 1.000 employees. Large
corporations are not welcome as supporters of SF.16
The convivia in Germany are closely related and guided by SF Germany. The SF Germany office in
Berlin is financially supported by the 80 convivia and can pay seven fulltime and three part time
people in its management office for taking care of the internal governance of membership issues as
well as external governance of, for instance, campaigns on the national level. The local convivia
acquire members and supporters for SF DE. A biannual meeting of all the Slow Food convivia in
Germany plans actions and is for getting to know each other. The election of the SF Germany board
is done at the annual membership assembly, where only about 200-300 of the 13.000 members
appear.
One of the long-term active members of SFFR is also IT manager and board members of SF
Germany. He told about a shift from a system where 20-30% of the membership and the
supporters fees stay with the local convivia to a system that just was introduced a few years ago,
where the convivia have to document their expenses (Interview SFFR5). The reason was, that the
16
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national SF office has generated debts and was accused to inappropriate use of money, which was
done in the local convivia. This has led to a system of justification of expenses from the local groups
to the national association who is responsible for the charitable use of the donations. They can
spend money till their potential budget limit of 5€ per member and 15€per supporter. Since last
year, a new internal data base was introduced, where all members can check the financial
documents of all convivia in Germany. This concept of peer-control works the year over and the
annual meetings of members is taking a burden away from. This system enables to inform a
growing number of members at the base whilst even reducing the work investment.

5.3.1.1 Internal governance in SF Freiburg
Since we had a change of our early convivum leader, it’s simply better, because everyone can contribute
ideas. (original: „Seit wir Convivienleiterwechsel hatten, ist das jetzt einfach besser, kann jeder Ideen
einbringen“) (Interview SFFR3)

SFFR has about 250 individual members, who are members of SF Germany and the largest amount
of supporters of all convivia in Germany – more than 50 business and institutional supporters.
There have been shifts in internal governance structures. In the first years one person leaded and
organized everything till his suspension in 2008. Since then, the internal governance is structured
by a group of about ten resorts each led by a department manager. The ten resorts are food quality,
snail table, enjoyment guide, Youth, wine, PR work, fair and supporter work, internet, member and
interest administration as well as a representor of the supporters.
The situation of convivia without an own legal structure was perceived as beneficial as long as the
convivia had smaller numbers of members. Since most of them have grown beyond hundered,
SFFR says, that they work on figuring out an own legal form to solve juridical problems and new
opportunities for tax declaration. SF Germany is no charitable association, because it pays a fee to
SF International. The local convivia are not allowed to earn money or declare donation receipts.
We are actually not allowed to make money or to spend money, we are rather a satellite of SF Germany.
(original: „Wir dürfen eigentlich kein Geld einnehmen, wir dürfen nichts ausgeben, sondern wir sind im
Prinzip nur so ne Art Satellit von SF DE“) (Interview SFFR 3)

5.3.1.2 External governance in SF Freiburg
SF mainly interacts with small scale business in the area of food and wine production. Companies,
businesses and associations are invited to become supporters by an active long-term member in
the case of SFFR. As explained before, SFFR has a rather silent and not so proactive political
approach and thus does not practice an offensive PR strategy. It rather aims at networking and
education, building on personal contacts, which are extended at their small scale events. Political
activities as such are not part of the local convivium’s profile, but only of that of the National
German SF office. Campaigns of SF Germany for example have been addressing food waste, GMO
food, the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership). Slow Food Germany is among
the organisers of the yearly public gatherings under the label “We are fed up!” in Berlin.
Furthermore, SF DE runs an annual food event, the “Fair of good taste” in Stuttgart.17
17
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For the case of the Junior Slow Mobile, the activists have been talking to school ministry, teacher
associations and other institutions for gaining collaborators for the project (Interview SFFR2).

5.3.2 Actors map
The following map shows the actors dynamics in and around the SF convivium Freiburg as
explained in the previous chapters.
Graph 5.2: Actors map on dynamics in the local case of SF Freiburg (by Iris Kunze).

5.3.3 Resources
Financially, SF only relies on donations. The donations come from members and supporters, as
well as from guests during exceptional events. As introduced before, the convivia can receive a
percentage of their membership contributions from SF DE, when they document their expenses.
Exceptional private donations have been made for instance for the “Slow Mobil” project.
The network of supporters is a huge resource in terms of indirect donations, like the wine
donations for the Plaza Culinaria fair which SFFR is selling. The supporters are also ‘resources’ in
terms of socio-economic and social capital. Several of the most renowned wine producers, meat
producers and restaurants all over Freiburg and Southern Baden are SF supporters. They can host
SFFR events and sometimes also support the event with their products. Nevertheless interviewees
also mention some resentment of supporters (event SFFR E2). Especially the wine supporters in
Freiburg complain about not receiving the benefit of additional consuming which they had
expected by becoming a SF supporter.
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The most important resource that has been mentioned by an interviewee is voluntary engagement
of active members (SFFR 3). The very existence of SF, its program, newsletter, tasting guide,
supporter network, all are made possible solely based on voluntary work. A large number of active
SFFR members are retired and therefore have time to engage. In addition, they bring in a lot of
knowledge and experience of life. Another kind of resource is the social network of educated, wellestablished middle class people, who can host the semi-public events at their homes or in their
private gardens.
Another resource in terms of social capital are the personal contacts, SF members can get all over
the world via the SF network. Three members of SFFR told in the interview that they had contacted
the regional convivia, be it in Spain, Italy or Canada to get some personal contact and advise on
regional good quality food during holiday trips.
One of the Interviewees and his wife regularly go to Spain for vacation and visit the convivium
Costa Brava. He tells, it is a
really engaged SF convivium. They are proud to offer typical regional products. Not just wine, but also
certain kinds of vegetables. They feel a little bit like Baden-Württemberger, less as Spanish, but they are
all Spanish, no single German. (original: „wirklich engagierte SF Gemeinde und sind auch stolz drauf,
Produkte anzubieten, die halt typisch sind. Also net nur die Weine, sondern auch bestimmte
Gemüsearten, die fühlen sich so bisschen als Baden-Württemberger, weniger als Spanier, aber es sind
alles Spanier, kein einziger Deutscher“) (Interview SFFR3).

5.3.4 Social learning
Educational work is an important pillar of SF’s activities. It takes various forms: food and wine
tastings, school gardens, visits to farms and agricultural production sites, children’s cooking clubs,
conferences, workshops and dinners with producers. The cultivation of the sense of taste and the
knowledge about food shall help to do shopping in a critical, conscious way, to make intelligent use
of left-overs and to protect food from spoiling through correct processing, conservation and
storing.18 Since 2006 SFFR are conducting events on „good taste“ together with Freiburg’s evening
school.
An important field of change work for SF is educating children. SF DE has developed a training of
the senses especially for children. The course “VollGeschmacksschulung” (a play on words around
the terms “people”, “taste” and “learning”) has been included into the UNESCO list of sustainable
education in 2012. Short exercises attract the children’s curiosity, and they get to know their
senses by seeing, tasting, hearing, smelling and sensing fresh food. The project “plate instead of
bin” against wasting food combines giving a theoretical basis of knowledge with hands-on
experience of collectively harvesting and eating. The project “healthy diet table and culture” has
been run since 2010 together with the Christoph-Sonntag-foundation, introducing pupils in BadenWürttemberg to regional products and to healthy nutrition and consumption.19

https://www.slowfood.de/w/files/
pressemitteilungen/071_sfd_teller_statt_tonne_kampagne_gegen_lebensmittelverschwendung.pdf
19 https://www.slowfood.de/w/files/presse2013/05_sfd_geschmacksbildung_1412.pdf
18
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When I had asking the interviewees what they have learned, they rather focused on food
preparation and cooking methods, on aspects of the quality of food, but only when asking
specifically about social aspects, they admitted to also had gain some new insights through the
group governance processes. An active member had a software firm with employees before. Now
he is voluntarily working for SF and says he had to learn how to motivate people, because before,
he could just guide people – they were working for him for money. Now he rather has to invite
people who work voluntarily. On the other hand, they are more ready to really get engaged and
take over responsibility (Interview SFFR 5).
Also through the mentioned case of misconducting with finances of the convivium, one interviewee
mentioned to have learned
“about new aspects of being human… one is wondering again and again, what kind of people exist. They
come to engage in an association with idealistic aims, but they follow materialistic interests, behave
really unfair and leave others out in the rain. One should better select the people and have a closer look
with whom to work with.” (original: „neue Seiten des Menschseins … man wundert sich immer wieder,
was es für Leute gibt, die zu nem Verein antreten, der eigentlich ideelle Ziele hat und dann nur
materielle Ziele und Interessen verfolgen und sich wirklich unfair benehmen und andere im Regen
stehen lassen. Man sollte sich seine Leute besser aussuchen und genauer hinzugucken, mit wem man
zusammenarbeitet“ (Interview SFFR 3).

5.3.5 Monitoring and evaluation
There is no monitoring or evaluation of SFFR’s activities besides an informal reflection of past
events in the context of members’ and board meetings.

5.3.6 Agency in (Transformative) Social Innovation
(For an extended explanation of the processes and phenomena covered in this chapter, please read
the analysis of SF’s international network first)

5.3.6.1 Motivations and shared goals
As to the background of the members of SFFR we can mainly observe two different profiles. A
small number of members are professionally involved in food production or food marketing such
as vine production or gastronomy. Within SFFR they tend to host events, organize products and
provide professional information, atmosphere and equipment. The majority of SFFR’s members
are getting involved at retirement age, because then, they have the necessary time, experience and
resources. These members tend to care for the overall organization and planning of the convivium
and initiate projects like Junior Slow Food e.V. The majority of members have a middle-class,
wealthy, and socially established background and they are beyond the age of 50. Socializing is
another strong motivation to join SFFR. It is remarkable that most of the active members are
attending in couples while at the diner events, friends and foreigners share tables according to
their own preferences (as observed in event SFFR E1).
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The members of SFFR join mainly because they want to elaborate their practice of natural and local
nutrition with improved access to affordable products and direct marketing networks. When the
radio moderator asked SFFR members on the cooking stage about the profile of a typical member,
they surprisingly answered that most of the active members grew up with natural food. Only a
very small percentage of members have consciously changed their nutrition habits in result of
joining SFFR (event SFFR E4).
SSFR openly invites anyone to participate in the cooking events by registering on the website. The
activists emphasize that one can just participate in the events without the long term commitment
of becoming a member. They seem to be cautious about committing people and asking for financial
contributions.
Concerning shared goals, SFFR clearly subscribes to the goals and values adopted by SF
international as explained before. When asking about which political events SFFR is relating to, the
interviewee answered modestly, that he would not be a „Weltverbesserer” (do-gooder) (Interview
SFFR 3). They rather consider themselves as broad movement that connects ‘normal people’ and
engaged food producers. Natural and hand grown food is highly appreciated. A number of SFFR
activists grow some food in their own gardens and share it with the other SF members in private
cooking events. Nevertheless, one of the couples in SFFR thinks that there is too much meat
consumption in SFFR and in SF in general (Interview SFFR 3). Vegetarianism or other diets for the
sake of ecology and radical animal welfare are discussed in SF and SFFR but still represent a
minority.

5.3.6.2 Empowerment processes observed within the local convivium of SF Freiburg
Concerning its socio-psychological profile the convivium of SFFR consists of well-established
people without a need for showing off or causing extroverted political effects. They rather have the
financial means, the social and financial capital and the time to create their private version of
natural food. This is shared within the network of SF in events, activities with supporters and
access to natural products. Therefore, we cannot really say that single members are particularly
proud of their personal contribution or of specific activities for gaining political influence. Slow
Food members basically have the opportunity to learn and develop new competences and skills
to improve their private life quality and enjoyment around food.

Consumer and producer empowerment
A stronger focus is on empowering food producers as supporters of SF. Being part of this
network with access to a specific target group of consumers is highly attractive to many food
producers. Especially small firms, restaurants and farmers are motivated to collaborate with SFFR
in the context of food consumption events. This collaboration seems to generate a mutual
empowerment. Both sides can plan and create the events in advance. The value of consuming
natural food are the common goal, the producer is acknowledged and can actively communicate his
efforts in producing natural food while the consumers feels empowered by being informed about –
and by actually consuming the food.
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Leadership and personal empowerment
SFFR has gone through a transformation from a one leader governance practice to a decentralized
system of sharing power and resources expressed with an organizational frame of ten resorts. In
the early phase, SFFR was founded and led by one person till 2006. This central, engaged convivial
leader organized everything. He was the driving force but also hindered engagement of others. In
this phase the group was small and homogeneous till a maximum of 30-50 people (Interview
SFFR5). Slowly the group started to grow; new members came in, and wanted to become active.
The interviewed person told how the leader at this time tried to keep the people “under one hut”
(Interview SFFR 5). It was difficult and unpleasant for new people; still the group was growing
because of idealistic persons. In 2006, the leader was suspended from its leading role – finally
because of misappropriate use of finances and wine and the case even went to court (interview
SFFR 3, 5).
Fortunately, this situation did not cause any substantial loss of members or supporters. In contrast,
it triggered a new feeling of community (Interview SFFR3) and a new freedom to engage
(Interview SFFR5) amongst members after a change within the management of SFFR has been
effected. Some members started to be engaged in administrative tasks and a new board could be
elected. Also the structure has been completely changed, from a strong aggregation of activities
and responsibility clustered around the founding leader person towards a structure of about ten
resorts each lead by a department manager (see chapter internal governance). On the other hand,
when the crises had been overcome, the dynamics inside the group lead to a diversification. In
result, internal differences became more visible. “The revolution eats its children” was how one of
the interviewees commented this process (Interview SFFR4).

Empowerment between the local convivium and the German national SF
network
The local convivia in Germany do not maintain their own legal structures. “We are rather a satellite
of SF Germany” (Interview SFFR 3). The advantages and disadvantages of this decision have been
discussed in previous chapters. However, with regard to empowerment, the local convivium of
SFFR experiences some limitations in creativity due to it. The foundation of the independent Junior
Slow Mobile Association Freiburg is last but not least a result of the fact that SFFR cannot receive
and decide on the donations it receives. Some of the local convivia in Germany and SF international
want to see a change in the situation of Germany. SFFR activists – in collaboration with SF Germany
– are working towards a transformation of the single convivia into units with legal capacities,
preferably associations, because SFFR – and numerous other convivia – already apply a classical
structure of the German ‘Verein’ with editorial board, financial manager and members assembly
(Interview SFFR3).

5.3.6.3 Empowerment processes through external governance and networking activity
„While in the past, one had to struggle to get Slow Food into the media, we have the opposite situation
now. For example Radio Lora came to the Munich Convivium offering them broadcasting time in the
context of their series “body and mind.“20
20
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As explained before, the local convivia in Germany are less active in gaining political influence,
because SF Germany receives a percentage of the membership fees for doing campaigning work on
the national level. Therefore, the SF convivium in Freiburg has a relatively modest approach with
regard to their activities. Firstly, the activists of SFFR do not follow an aggressive publicity
strategy. They rather build on personal networks and contacts, continually extended at their small
scale events based on gourmet cooking and eating. This approach of organization creates synergies
between socializing, enjoyment of gourmet products, knowledge, as well as affordable prices for
the consumers and easy to organize events for hosts. Second, SF is present at large events such as
the annual ‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair in Freiburg, in order to reach a broader audience. Thirdly, they
intend to reach children with a trailer, travelling to elementary schools.
Another convivium in the capital of one of the German federal states has received great access to
private funding because the wife of the major is an active member in this convivium (Interview
SFFR 5). This example shows that SF can make a difference through personal influence on a high
political level.
SFFR does not explicitly work on its public reputation. Interviewee 3 tells about having a large PR
contact list, but the resonance is low. When the Junior Slow Mobile was growing, SFFR PR manager
invested a bit more of energy to get an article published and it resulted in a small article in a
newspaper of a small town in Breisgau.

5.3.6.4 Gaining influence through setting frames and rules
SFFR does not explicitly intend to act against established ways of doing things. They rather use
public arenas in the field of their expertise like the ‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair and get actively involved in
traditional contexts by doing rather than by just proclaiming their values. At the ‘Plaza Culinaria’,
they host the largest stand, rent it to their supporters and dictate clear rules on which food and
wine is allowed to be presented and served. In a way they set values in a field, introduce their way
of doing things, and invite others to follow them.

5.3.6.5 Gaining influence through social networking

Networking between producers and consumers
SFFR re-frames the boarders between the private consuming sector and the food producing sector
by making connections between the producers and consumers in the already mentioned ways of
small scale cooking events and restaurant diner educational events. Therefore, SFFR acts as an
advertiser for local producers. Furthermore it is especially attractive for restaurants, because SF
books in advance with a larger group of people.
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Networking between different milieus
SFFR creates new frames that link different social strata of three kinds: First, private and personal
with public contexts, second, elderly, more experienced with younger people and third, gourmet
high quality events with affordable learning events for ‘ordinary people. Networking between
these milieus attracts people because it offers the opportunity to learn new aspects of food
production, to improve one’s knowledge and the opportunity to participate in an affordable
gourmet menu.
Active participation in the large scale event during the annual ‘Plaza Culinaria’ consumption
fair, where SFFR has been present from the very beginning ten years ago is persistently happening.
SFFR uses established structures of food consumption and trade to transport its values.

Financing
SFFR can ask SF Germany for a limited amount of financial support per year for specific actions
which have to be justified. Furthermore, SFFR can raise donations at the ‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair with
its Vinothek, because the activists serve on a voluntary base, and the vine producers donate their
vines, which can thus be sold at a small price. The donations are given to the Junior Slow Mobile
project.

5.4 Summary, synthesis, conclusion of SF Freiburg
Slow Food Freiburg (SFFR) is a rather silent initiative in terms of political publicity. It works with a
range of private, semi-public and public events to put its aims into action. Snail tables, cycling tours
to wine producers, cooking events on a private base or in collaboration with the evening school –
SFFR has developed into a diverse convivium with ten resorts each lead by a department manager.
The active members have learned how to diversely manage a regional group based on voluntary
engagement in combination with professional food producers. Based on a leger attitude and
decades of life experience, the well-educated activists – the majority is beyond the fifties – have
time since their retirement.
In terms of social innovation and societal transformation, I observed that SF has found creative
ways to implement its philosophy. It creates the logo for supporters who share its vision. The
supporters ideally benefit in terms of customers. For larger mainstream events – in the case of
SFFR the Plaza Culinaria fair – SF is the largest exhibitor setting the rules for its 900sqm because of
renting out this space for producers with natural products. Hence, SF has created a space inside the
rules of the conventional market system to transport not only its values, but its philosophy with
the help of manifested producers and products, which on the other hand are supported by SFFR.
With a somewhat critical and even cynical tone, the regional convivium feels like satellites of
almighty slow food Germany. An active member of SFFR notes:
“I always say we are the fund-raisers of SF DE.”
Original: “Ich sage immer wir sind die Geldbeschaffer von SF DE”.

Someone else comments:
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“It’s like in the Catholic Church: there is the Pope and the priests ruling everything, while the ordinary
members have no idea what happens in the upper echelons. “
Original: Das ist wie in der Kirche: da ist der Papst und der Pfarrer, die machen was, während die
Mitglieder da unten gar nicht wissen, was oben läuft.” (Interview SFFR 4)

SFFR members understand and also do want to support the work of the national and international
SF organizations. But they would also like to be able to keep a larger share of the financial
resources they acquire from their members and supporters for their own work (Interview SFFR4).
Concerning the internal governance, SF is a global organization with a limited democratic
participation of the local convivia. The main work of campaigns is done by the international and
the national offices, funded by the local convivia and their supporters. The local convivia rather
consider themselves as fund-raisers of the national and international SF work, doing the political
campaign work of changing laws and protecting the quality of food. This work division seems to be
a clever concept for connecting the economy in form of local small scale businesses – food
production – as well as the national and international politics like the international trading law
concept of TTIP to the values and philosophy of SF.
The activities by SFFR at the Plaza Culinaria fair show the professional presentation at a large
event of experts on food. While enjoying the social network SF members are using established and
professional structures to transport their values and practices.
In terms of learning, SFFR emphasizes enjoyment and experience as central factors. They try to
organize events that combine gourmet meal and vine tasting at a beautiful place with an
interesting and entertaining presentation about a related topic on food or food production.
Nevertheless, Interviewees say, that they hardly re-educate people towards natural food. Most
members are already practicing ‘Slow Food’ since childhood. They emphasise who difficult it is to
even re-educate children. Nevertheless, they have invested all their incomes from 2014 and 2015
to the Junior Slow Mobile, earned at the ‘Plaza Culinaria’ fair while serving wine. According to
SFFR, change can only happen slowly and have to start with children and with education. It seems
that SFFR remains true to the principles of Slow Food, also in their transition work.
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7 Annex
List of interviews
Intervi Function/ Organisation
Date &
ewee
place
ID
local case 2: Slow Food Freiburg (Germany)

Language

Interviewer, date
status

length

SFFR1

board member for "enjoyment"

Oct.7, 2015

DE

40 min

SFFR2

board member for children,
active in SF Junior association:
mobil Freiburg
currently press officer, has been
financial manager of SFFR,
member of SFFR for 12-14years

Oct.8, 2015

DE

IK, telephon call,
notes
IK, telephon call,
notes

Oct.12,
2015

DE

IK, rec., transcript

63 min

SFFR4

first directorate SFFR, active
since 10 years

Oct.19,
2015

DE

IK, after planning
meeting, notes

35 min

SFFR5

SFFR active member from the
beginning, IT manager and
managing board of SF Germany
responsible for raising the
supporters and organise large
events like SFFR at the Plaza
Culinaria

Nov.6,
2015

DE

IK, rec., transcript

130 min

SFFR3

SFFR6
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List of meetings and events attended
No

Event

Date & Time

Location

researcher
s involved

Link

"Kartoffelhaus"
restaurant in Freiburg,
SFFR supporter
"Grüner Baum",
restaurant in Freiburg,
SFFR supporter

IK

https://www.slowfood.de/
slow_food_vor_ort/freibu
rg/alle_termine/
https://www.slowfood.de/
slow_food_vor_ort/freibu
rg/alle_termine/

local case 2: Slow Food Freiburg (Germany)
SFFR
E1

Potato menu with information on
regional potato growing by the farmer

Oct.12, 2015,
18 - 22 h

SFFR
E2

Planning evening of SFFR

Oct.19, 2015,
18-22h

SFFR
E3

‚Plaza Culinaria’ - consumption fair in
Freiburg: SF is the largest presenter:
Vinothek and slow Food area

Nov.6, 2015,
16 till 22h

Freiburg, Messe
location, hall 2

IK

http://www.plazaculinaria.de

SFFR
E4

‚Plaza Culinaria’ show cooking with
Dirk Esser, Mats Johanson and active
members of SFFR

Nov. 6, 2015,
16:30 till
17:40

cooking on the cooking
stage with Slow Food
Freiburg

IK

http://www.plazaculinaria.de

SFFR
E5

‘Plaza culinaria’ - Junior Slow Mobile
exhibition

Nov. 6, 2015,
19h

Freiburg, Messe
location, hall 4

IK

http://www.plazaculinaria.de
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